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ABBY, THIS PLACE...
It could do so much good,
for our people and theirs.

#LAFAMILLE

Dear Sachin,
Thanks for attending the Space
Walkers Con in Paris. You put
warmth in our hearts.
Due to technical issues, the girl in
charge of your fanbook could not
deliver her production and feels
deeply sorry for this.
When we became aware of this,
we decided to organize a digital
version in you honor. We all owe
you so much and hope these few
pages will put some smile on
your face.
May we meet again,
Everyone.
#LaFamille

Hi Sachin, I don't know where to start
because I have so much things to say but
first of all thank you so much for coming
to the convention in Paris, thank you for
giving us a chance to meet you. I hope you
had fun in Paris! I'm so happy because I
finally seen you and it was one of the best
days of my life. When we took this picture
I asked you if we could do a big big hug,
because I knew your hugs are the best and
I wanted to do that once in my life. I truly
want to relive this moment again and
again, it was one of my favorite moments
ever. I miss your hugs and I miss you so
much Sachin... But anyway, I want to
thank you for everything you did during
the convention, thank you for being such
an angel. You were so happy to be there
with us, you showed us every minutes
how much you loved us, you were so kind
with us and I can't thank you enough for
that. Seriously I can’t. You are literally a
ray of sunshine and I love you so fucking
much Sachin. You have this ability to
spread your joy and I admire you for that,
you're such an amazing person. When I
see that people like you exist in the world
it gives me the strength to fight every day
because there’re so many beautiful things
I've never seen and I want to explore the
world. You are one of the persons who
make me want to do that. And, I want to
tell you that you’re a very talented actor
and I think you deserve to be more
appreciated and more recognized. You're
incredible, you care about your fans so
much and you stay humble no matter
what, you're an inspiration to me. I want
you to know that I got your back, I’ll
always be there to support you and I’ll
never let you down no matter what
because you’re a extraordinary person,
with such a beautiful and big heart, you
always try to make people happy and you
deserve the world. I don’t know if you
remember me but I was the one who
screamed all the time La Famille aha! It
was the best thing of the convention omg,
thank you very much.I have so many
other things to say but I think this is
essential! Je t’aime… and LA FAMILLE
FOREVER!! Maelenn (@cuthpayne)
#LaFamille

The100 has the kindest and closest
cast to its fans and you Sachin are
always spreading love and support to
us and that's adorable from you. You're
an amazing person and I think I'm not
the only one to tell you this haha. As
I've already told you, meeting you was
my favorite moment during the
SpaceWalkersCon and I would have
loved to talk to you more. Your
constant support for my work on
Twitter helps me a lot everyday and I
wanted to thank you for that. It makes
me more confident on what I'm doing
and on what I'll do with my life. I hope
you will fulfill your dreams and do
what you love for the rest of your life
but I'm asking you just one thing, as a
fan and as a friend: never change.
You're the best. Love you
#LaFamille
Fa
#LaFamille

Space Walkers Con

In case you were considering forgetting them
They'll hug you so hard I'm not sure you can.

#LaFamille

THANK
YOU
A warm smile is the universal language of
kindness. - William Arthur Ward

SACHIN!
(sorry I’m a bit exited)
When I « met » you, I did not know
what kind of person you were. But
know that now, after this amazing con
(it was my first one), I realized that
you are incredible. You made me
comfortable, you are super funny and
thank you for making me laugh when I
was stressing SO MUCH about
meeting you all. You care so much
about your cast mates and your fans
it’s overwhelming. During the whole
weekend, you conveyed so much
energy that I was not that tired at the
end haha You’re a big-hearted man
and you have to know that we are all
supporting you, #LaFamille matters a
lot, even if you do not know us
personally, we are here for you, and we
will meet again next year! (sorry I
didn’t write « may we meet again »,
but I’m sure we will) Thank you for
being this wonderful person that you
are, don’t change.

Hello Sachin !
I ' m Clara
Twitter).

(@DakotaAloha

on

I was here at the Space walkers
convention in Paris and it was
absolutly amazing. You really were a
revelation for me. You're so nice with
the fans, it was a pleasure to meet you !
Plus, I really love Jackson on the 100,
the chatacter is interesting, I hope we'll
get to see him more ! I really hope I'll
be able to come next year at the con
again because I want to see you again
:)
Thank you for everything, lots of love
xo.
#LaFamille

Lots of Love, Chloé xx (I don’t have a
twitter, but I have Instagram
@lilchlow)
#LaFamille

Hey Sachin!
I'm glad I get to meet you at the
convention I hope you'll have a good
time with all of us. I really hope we're
gonna see more of Jackson in season 4
(and I hope that he'll be on the right
side this time, that would be great
haha)
Keep doing what you love and we'll
support you!
xoxo
Rosène
@bellamilkovich

Hi !
A little message to tell you that I’m
glad that we’ll probably see you more
in the following episodes of The 100 as
you need to “watch” Abby
Love ♥
Jessica Verme, Switzerland
jessica_verme@hotmail.com
Instagram: jess_berto

“I’ve never seen anyone love someone the way
that they love you.”
Hey Sachin!

Hi Sachin,
I want you to know that i'll support you
till the end, and i'll always be proud of
you. I'm so happy to meet you in Paris,
and I hope that this city pleases you. I
wanted to tell you that you're an
incredible actor, and I hope that you
will make this job even for a long time.
See you soon, Paris loves you.
Fiona

My name is Maeva, I wanted to thank
you for coming to the convention, it is
a real pleasure to meet you, before
that, I already thought you were super
nice, adorable and funny seeing you
through your tweets, pictures etc, plus
I love your character in the 100. I like
the personality of Jackson, and his
friendship with Abby. Too bad we do
not see you enough in episodes. At the
time I write to you, I can not wait to
meet you, and give you the hug you
promised to do.
Thank you again for coming, and I
wish you the best, I love you x

#LaFamille

SWCon (part 2)

Can you feel the love tonight ?
The peace Sachin brings / The world for once in perfect harmony / With
all its living things

#LaFamille

We love you
Thanks for everything

N

o act of kindness, no matter how
small, is ever wasted. - Aesop

Dear Sachin,
I don't really know how to start this letter.. and I'm probably going to fall in
tears while writing it, but that doesn't matter because I really want to write
you these words. This means a lot for me. First of all, I would like to apologise
for my English because as you probably know, I'm French and I think there
are going to be some English mistakes (next year I'll be better, I promise!)
First, I have to confess that I didn't really know you before the Space Walkers
Convention, in Paris .
I knew you because I knew you were playing Jackson and I was following you
on Twitter but I didn't really know YOU : The real Sachin Sahel, the real man
you are & your personality. And when I met you, I discovered you and I wasn't
disappointed at all. (Oh god.. I've just begun crying!)
When you & all the cast entered in the room at the convention, you were like a
ray of sunshine. You were smiling, you seemed soooo happy ! It was so good to
see you that way ! Then you came with Chelsey () for a panel. Oh my god.. This
was awesome. You were so close to us.. It was unbelievable.. You were
amazing.. I'm not going to express all the feelings and details I had when I saw
you because it would take too long but the thing is that everytime, you made
me smile.. And that's the best thing you could have give to me You have this
ability to make people smile & laugh, to bring happiness..
It's incredible and I will never forget that ! These memories will forever stay in
my minds. And from now you will always be in a little part of my heart. I love
you so much.. It's unbelievable ! Stay the same, you're perfect you deserve all
the happiness in the world, you deserve to be happyyyy, you deserve the best !
I will never forget those moments. We are in a same family now.. We are in
#LaFamille and we will always be. Can't wait to meet you again next year La
Famille will be back and it's going to be AWESOME again !
Thanks for all
Queen Alice @morleyxalicette
#LaFamille

FLOUTÉ

Dear Sachin,
My name is Gaëlle and I'm 19. I've
been a big fan of The 100 and the cast
for over a year and half. When I won a
pass for this convention one year ago, I
was so happy. When you were
announced, I was even more happy ! I
would like to thank you. Thank you for
being kind, humble, funny, thoughtful,
positive. You always give me a positive
message thanks to your tweets. Btw,
thanks for having replied to some of
my tweets. It's nice to know that our
tweets are read.
I'm looking forward to meeting you.
Gaëlle - @LifeInCupCake

#LaFamille

Dear Sahin,
We are so happy to have the chance to meet you on this
fabulous weekend. Thanks very much for coming, for your
kindness and for all your time. It means a lot to us. We
enjoy the show so much and we are looking forward seeing
you in it again. We really hope to see you in many others
amazing projects.
May we meet again !
The Twins
(Pauline & Justine)
#LaFamille

SWCon (part 3)

Thanks for sending so much love
For attractive lips, speak words of kindness.

#LaFamille

∞ I am dangerous because I
understand and I am vulnerable
because I am a human like you. Even
so I know that a warrior of the peace
is in my heart. I am the wind, secret
but I love to share my life with the
persons who I love. Because we are
everyone the infinite love without
condition, the absolute of the life. ∞
Hello, Sachin !
I Love You because You are you.
Forever. It is my first letter for a
person who I love in a American series.
I love the 100 and I like a lot Once
Upon a Time. I understand the true
behind the human system. The secrets.
Thank you. Can you agree to be in my
future novel ? Because, you and the
actors of the 100 are inside and I keep
one’s word. I will respect your choice
and for the others actors of the series
who I love without condition you.
More later, I will change the novel I am
now writing in a series with you like
actors. We are everyone a unique
person with an eternal heart of love.
Thanks you. And I understand more
English because of you. I am a poet, a
novelist and a future publisher. I like a
lot of books. The true isn’t in books but
in the heart. And the heart is love. I
will be nineteen years old the 26th
January. I trust you, I believe in you
even if they are a corruption’s world I
am courageous because I believe in the
dreams in my heart. It is the best way
for to help you along in the life. I Love
You. And I hope that this message you
will do to laugh or to smile at least in
your heart, like the others actors.
Thanks you. Forever.
Charline
France

#LaFamille

My dearest Sachin.. I have to tell you
something. You are amazing. You are
incredible. You are such a great actor. I
have no words to tell you how much I
miss you and the Space Walkers
Convention. I don't know if I will be
there next year because I have some
financials problems etc but whatever.
This week-end was the dream of my
life. I saw you the saturday after your
Photoshoot. I was behind the door and
you passed in front of me. I was so shy,
and I just said « Hi.. » and you
answered me with a big smile « Hi
there ! ». It was insane. It was
fabulous. You are fabulous. Thank you
for being you, and.. You're ma famille.
You and all the cast are the persons
who saved me... Thank you so much. I
love you with all my little heart. You're
the sunshine of my dark life. With love,
Tess @yaourtomorley
#LaFamille

Wordcloud (À ACTU)

Such a Sword of Gryffindor
I asked the fans about their favorite food. And what words come to mind when they
think of you. Basically, you're magical. Even when you pretend to try to scare
someone.

#LaFamille

We all need some
Sachin in our lives

K

indness is the language which the
deaf can hear and the blind can see.
Mark Twain

Hello Sachin, I don't know where to start..I wanted to tell you, I feel so lucky
to have been able to hold you in my arms. The weekend of the convention
made me realize that you and the cast were way more than a "heart stroke".
The way you made us laugh, to have been present and happy made me realize
that I'm lucky to have you guys in my life and I wouldn't abandon you for
anything. As you said during this wonderful weekend: we are a family, a lovely
big family. Thank you for everything Sachin, thank you for your words that are
etched in my memory forever: " it's people like you that make me smile" this
sentence is for you. Thank you for taking time for us, thank you so much. I'll
always support you and I'll do anything to come and see you next year,
promise. I miss you and I miss your hugs too Whenever you are sad, read my
letter even if it's nothing but I don't want you to forget how much we love you!
You're the best, always in my heart. Je t'aime -Laetitia (@lawrenglish)

Bonjour Sachin!!! My name is Sarah and I'm 21. We met at the space
walkers convention in Paris. I have to admit that you made me laugh a lot and
that you and Chelsey provided an amazing atmosphere throughout the
weekend. During the autographs session, I gave you some candies, I hope you
liked them #lebonbon émoticône wink Welcome in #lafamille and I give you
rendez vous next year ! I can't wait to see you !!! Here's a little picture for you
to remember me ! <3 #LAFAMILLE FOREVER ! @crosnier_sarah <3

#LaFamille

Crush

Hi Sachin!
I hope you enjoyed the convention in
Paris as much as I did. You were just
so nice and loving with us. I never
though I could have a big crush on
someone just in two days but it
happened!
Thank you so much for everything,
you made this week-end even more
magical. You brough your good mood
and your joy. It was a real pleasure to
meet you in front of the hotel! thank
you for your time! I wish I could have
met you again during the convention
but I didn't have a photoshoot, or an
auto.. but we'll meet again next year...

and I'll OF COURSE take a
photoshoot with you because you're
so adorable! I miss you Sachin, see
you soon. love you
x
Jade
@styleszari
OH AND #LAFAMILLE

#LaFamille

Fa's
Corner
#LaFamille

Dear Sachin,
Thank you Sachin for all the love
that you share with us at the
convention, it was really nice to meet
you! You are an amazing person and I
will never forget you. Again thank you
for everything I love you I hope I will
have the chance to meet you again. I
love
you
so
much
we
are
#LAFAMILLE
Alice @smile4lea

I was so happy to meet you at the
Space Walkers con. You are just
amazing. During the all weekend you
show us your love. So I write this little
note to you to tell you how much I love
you. Thank you for being so kind and
such an amazing actor. La Famille will
always love you and support you. I will
see you next year. Good luck in
everything you will do.
With all my love,
Marion (@RomanHoliiday)

"It’s hard to recognize hope even when it’s right
in front of us" - then Sachin enters the room
Hi Sachin! I'm a huge fan of The 100.
I really appreciate your character
Jackson, even if he's doing stupid
things now haha! I saw you last week
in Paris and you were so funny and
nice. You're amazing, talented and so
sweet! You deserve your success and
your fame. When the convention
ended on Saturday and we were all
doing the queue to get our Photo Ops,
you came and you screamed "Hashtag
La Famille" but you fell... I'm sorry but
it was SO funny. Anyways, I will buy
my ticket for the Space Walkers Con 2
very soon so I will see and maybe meet
you next year! "May we meet again".
Love from France, we already miss you
♡
Liolja #LaFamille
(@mygrandey on Twitter)

Dear Sachin,
firstly, thank you so much for coming.
the SWC was one of a best week-end of
my life. thank you for everything, you
are amazing Sachin, so amazing. you're
so talented, so FUNNY, extremely
generous. you are a ray of sunshine,
you know how to make people happy.
you are someone that i will never
forget. your joy of life is contagious
aha! I have rarely met a person like
you, who give so much love, who is so
sweet and so attentive. the world really
needs more people like you! you
deserve all the hapiness in the world. i
love you see you the next year!
LA FAMILLE.
Stessy, @itsmorley

#LaFamille

Dear Sachin Sahel,

BONJOUR SACHIN !

My name is Fatima and I live in Paris. I
have been a huge fan of yours since you
started in the 100 and still love watching
reruns of that TV show! I would like to
congratulate you because you are a
talented actor and I wish you all the best
for your future career. I hope to have the
opportunity to show you the "real" Paris
one day! There are a lot of secret places
that you have to visit

Here's a quick message to thank you
for the amazing weekend I spent by
your side. Without you, the space
walkers con would have never been the
same. You made everyone happy and
we all felt like a proper family and
that's all thanks to you. I didn't get a
picture with you last time but you can
be sure to see me next year ! Get ready
;) xx

Sincerely yours,
Fatima D.

Emma - @iemzy

“For lovely eyes, seek out the good in people.”
Hello Sachin!

Hey Sachin,

I hope you are okay. First, I wanted to
thank you for coming to swc2 because
we will meet again and I can't wait!!
Second, I wanted to thank you for your
smile, your positivity and your
happiness, and, of course, for being
you. I'll tell you something. I liked you
before the space walkers convention,
but now I love you so much, you can't
imagine. You are a little bit of sunshine
that illuminates my world ! Thank you
so much, I can't wait to see you again
in Paris, all the french fans are waiting
for you!! I'm sorry my text is not as
well as your autograph, but I wrote it
with my heart! Oh and I can't wait to
see you shouting "LA FAMIIIILLE"!!
Love you, take care
Luna, #LaFamille
@nouismysuns

I love Jackson in The100, I have watch
you in Supernatural, Bates Motel... I
hope you'll be in season 4 and we will
see you more in season 4 too. You're
such a kind/ so funny and amazing
with your Fans on Twitter. I was so
happy to finally meet you in Paris,
talked with you on twitter and talked
with you in person this is truly not the
same thing because you're such a sweet
guys that I'm lucky to have had the
chance to meet you. Thank to you and
the cast present in Paris we have past a
wonderful week end. I'm excited to see
you again next year! I can't wait to see
you in more projects in the future
because you deserve to be more
famous!
Xoxo #LaFamille
Morgane Le Gall

#LaFamille

Sachin,
You are an amazing actor. You are so
funny! I love the 100 and anytime you
appear on the TV show you’re like a
hero to me. And we all love it to be
honest. I hope you’ll be back in Paris,
since we really love you. We support
you, and will actually always support
you.
Twitter: Cassou_Madelon
Instagram : cassoumadelon

#LaFamille

Sachin,
I feel like I've got tons of things to tell
you but I don't know how to express
them. I'll just write as the words come.
You're a beautiful, big-hearted humain
being who cares so much about his
fans. And you have no idea how
greatful and happy we are to have you.
You bring smiles on peoples faces
everyday, whether it is when we see a
picture or a video of you, or even a
tweet. And knowing that you will see
all of your fans little messages just fill
my heart with joy and love! I really
hope to meet you one day, and also to
meet a lot of people from #lafamille
because we are a big and beautiful
family!
If I ever get to meet you one day I'd be
so happy. I would hug you soooo tight i
would never let you go (well I'd have to
eventually). But yeah, that's what I
wanted to tell you. And I hope if ever
one day you feel down or sick, or just
not that good, you'll read all of our
messages and it will make your day
better.
I love you sooooo much and so does
LA FAMILLE! <3
@unimermaid

#LaFamille

Dear Sachin,
Meeting you in London was unbelievable. You are so nice
and SO FUNNY ! You can't stop talking that is just so cool.
But you made me so nervous by talking so much. I was at
your meeting and I couldn't say anything because I was
trying to understand everything. That was hard because I
am french. But I had so many questions. I hope I will see
you again and I will ask you everything. But thank you for
being crazy on my group picture. I will never forget this
moment. You guys are so crazy and I love it. Enjoy the
convention in Paris, and see you soon ♥ !
@lucilee
#LaFamille

Do you hear the
people love?
#LaFamille

Hi baba!
I've already thanked you for
everything and I've already told you
how grateful I am. But this little note is
just to remind how wonderful of a
person you are. There's not much to
say really, I just appreciate you so
much and I miss you a lot. I hope next
year will be as amazing as this con, if
not better. I hope to stand before you
and make you proud. Until then, I wish
good luck in anything you'll decide to
do, take every opportunity and slay
everyone with your talent. Never stop
being a beacon of hope, as you said to
me. I hope to be one of the few reasons
you get to smile, because you became
one of mine.
#LAFAMILLE
@Carreyland

Much love for you.
Melissa xx

My religion is very simple. My religion is
kindness. Dalai Lama
Dear Sachin

Hi Sachin !

The Space Walkers was my first
convention, and before coming and
met all of you I didn't know that weekend became the best of my life.
Because you Sachin you are incredible,
you are really natural and so nice. It's
so great have people like you in the
world. You make people enjoy have fun
and laught.

Thank you so much for being so funny
and nice at the convention in Paris, I'm
so happy that you're coming back next
year ! Can't wait to see you !
@jndcv

I'm really happy to see you next year.
Mélissa
#LaFamille

Hello Sachin,
My name is Diana, I am one of your
biggest fans. I love your smile and I
admire your talent. Thank you so
much to have accepted to come in
Paris. It’s really rare to see somebody
like you, who is so kind, who takes
times to satisfy his fans as much as
possible. You’re an excellent actor and
I wish your happiness and stay an
actor as long as you can, you want. I
hope you liked Paris and your french
fans and I hope you spent a good time
with all of us ! I’m so happy to see you
again next year at SpaceWalkersCon2,
always and for ever LaFamille. May we
meet again !
PS : I tried to draw you on 5.6.16, but I
think I missed. Anyway I hope you’ll
like it even if you look like a little child
in this drawing haha.
@thxdiagorley
Hello Sachin,
First of all i hope you had a lot of fun in
Paris and you enjoyed the con. I just
wanna tell you, you made all of us
happy this weekend, you're truly
amazing. You deserve all the happiness
in the world! You're really talented and
you deserve it. I met you at your hotel
friday and i was a little bit nervous so i
dont talk to you as much i wanted to. I
remembered when you arrived
Saturday morning, smiling, excited,
you were so happy to be here with us
and meet all of us. I'm really grateful to
have had the opportunity to meet you
and I'm so happy to say I support an
incredible man like you. We left our
soul in Paris too....until next years!!!
Please never forget to smile and BE
HAPPY. Lots of love, i'm so so ready to
meet you again next year and may we
meet again.
Marine @facesonlouis
#LaFamille

Your “good old days” are still
ahead of you - may you have
many of them
#LaFamille

Hello Sachin.
I was excited to meet you at the Paris
Convention this year but the airline
that made me travel to Majorca went
bankrupt. I was terribly disappointed
not to come . I dreamed to meet you
since 3 years. I hope to meet you next
year, so please , do not cancel . You are
the new love of my life. You look so
adorable , cute . You deserve all the
love you receive. Never changes,
please. I am sending you a little picture
of me , as I have not been with you. I
hope to meet you at Comic Con
Germany and the London Film and
Comic Con perhaps? I am sorry for my
English a little bad in writing. Thank
you very much for everything Sachin
<3
Emilie. @ serivore1
#LaFamille

Hey Sachin !
I was so sad when i know about your
fanbook .. So i wanted to participate at
your numeric fanbook ! You are an
incredible person, you are nice, fun
and i love you. I hope too meet you last
year. You are amazing.
Xoxo
My twiter : noemiiebnl

#LaFamille

Tenderness and kindness are
manifestations of strength and
resolution.
#LaFamille

Hi Sachin !
I met you at Space walkers con, you
were so kind and friendly to all of us. I
want to thank you for that, like I'm
truly grateful. Now, let me tell you how
amazing I think you are. You're
awesome in every way. And you're so
talented, I hope to see more of you in
The 100 or in another show. Can't wait
to see you again ! With all my love and
support,
#LaFamille Sophie (@phoenixpoison)

#LaFamille

Hello Sachin!
I just wanted to thank you for being
such a terrific human being! It was
such an honor to meet you at the
SpaceWalkersCon and I hope I'll get to
see you again next year! Thank you for
everything, and especially for this little
poem ;)
May we meet again ❤
#LaFamille
Melanie aka @missblairotte

#LaFamille

Picture
Edits
#LaFamille

Dear Sachin, Before I start this letter I would
like to apologize because I absolutely suck at
starting letters so please, bare with me, I
promise it gets better somewhere in the
middle ! When I heard you never received
your fanbook during the convention, I was
heartbroken ! But then I realized that there
was a silver lining. You see, you not getting
your fanbook back at the convention meant
that I could actually take part in it this time
(I hope this doesn’t sound selfish or
anything, not my intention at all here). I have
wanted to show you my appreciation ever
since you first stepped on the stage and I got
to see the person you were and the person
whom had become of one my “role models”.
I’m putting “role model” here in quote marks
because I don’t think 48 hours and some info
on the Internet can really show all that a
person is. But what I’m sure about is that you
aspire to make people happy and make them
laugh.

During the convention, you were making
jokes and making us –the fans- truly feel
included. I remember your first panel with
Chelsey, when you arrived on staged you
danced with her and the smile you put on her
face really set the mood for the entire
weekend. You hadn’t even said a word yet but
it was already clear that you were here to be
yourself, your happy self, and to make as
many people as possible safe, comfortable
and happy. I had the chance to talk to you a
little bit during the autographs. I’m guessing
you won’t remember as you probably signed
over 400 photos of yourself with a different
conversation each time but, I asked why you
said Jackson was so dedicated to Abby and
yet, he took the chip even though Abby was
clearly against it. You then proceeded to
make up some kind of excuse and concluded
your argument with “yeah he fucked up” and
I thought it really showed how real you were.
Even though our conversation lasted less

“No act of kindness, no matter how small, is
ever wasted.”
5 minutes, I really appreciated it and felt very
comfortable talking to you even though I was
a total mess minutes before just at the idea to
talk to you. (According to my friend you even
said “bye love” as I walked away and I don’t
think I’ll ever get over the fact that I didn’t
hear it). I guess what I’m trying to say in this
whole nonsense is that you really appreciate
all your fans and you don’t hesitate to show
it; like when you go in the audience and ask
people to ask you questions, when you run
between seats and high-five everyone, when
you run out of your photo-shoot to ask
Marie, Chelsey and Jessica a question and
make us all laugh, and of course, when you
give a shout-out to fans on Twitter for their
fan-art (thinking about the incredibly
talented FaPanini here). Now I thought
about making some cool fan-art to put
alongside this note but my art skills are lower
than those of my 4 year old cousin so this is
literally the best I can do : So yeah, I tried…

I’m just rambling at this point and I’m pretty
sure this letter is getting pretty long, thank
you if you stuck until this point. Bare with
me, I promise I’m getting close to the end.
This is probably going to sound familiar as it
is in the line of what you said on Instagram
but hey, I can’t help it if I feel the same.
Before you came to the convention, you said
we were gonna be #LaFamille. This was my
first convention so at first, I was pretty
skeptical about it. But now, I can say for sure
that we are one big family. You and the rest
of the cast somehow let us into your family
and I’m so grateful. I don’t think I will ever
forget this week-end, not only because it was
the first time I got to meet “celebrities”
(putting “celebrities” in quote marks because
I don’t like to put label on people, you’re so
much more than a celebrity), but also
because it was the first time I really felt
included in such a fanbase. Everyone I got to
meet was so lovely and even though we
probably won’t see each other until next year
at SpaceWalker2, it truly was the best family
gathering I ever had. Thank you for being
your amazing self,
Love, Daphné

#laFamille

A friend of mine tried to
capture the duality of loyalty
and creep-potential your
character involves.
Yet she said "I'm not sure why,
I can't seem to portray him
anymore serious. The actor
just seems to be too nice and
inclusive to ever play a mean
act."
Beware: you're seen as a
Hufflepuff rather than a
Gryffindor.
#LaFamille

May we meet again.
Credits:

Thank you, Sachin, for making this
necessary.
#LaFamille deeply loves you.
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